PRODUCTS
LIVING DINING KITCHEN BATHROOM OUTDOOR

People seek to have a place that is
uniquely their own to spend their precious time.
Above all functional needs, we believe in crafting
a space where one can truly be at ease.
Studio Piet Boon creates
harmonious environments where each
individual element compliments the next
to create a coherent whole.

STUDIO PIET BOON
Amsterdam-based Studio Piet Boon is a globally operating
design studio specialized in total concepts. Recognized for
a remarkable talent of balancing functionality, aesthetics
and individuality into one of a kind architecture, interior and
product design experiences.
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The international team designs acclaimed private homes,
residential & corporate developments, hospitality venues and
a collection of products. Studio Piet Boon has been founded
in 1983 by Piet Boon and Karin Meyn.

STUDIO PIET BOON

PIET BOON PRODUCTS
Complementing the Studio Piet Boon brand and design, we
seek partnerships with like-minded brands and companies
that are passionate about delivering outstanding quality.
These partnerships result in a wide range of carefully
designed products for all indoor and outdoor living spaces
that seamlessly complement each other.
Refinement, functionality and timelessness characterize
the authentic and distinctive design philosophy of Studio
Piet Boon. Our love for rich and natural materials, generous
proportions, typical forms and eye for extraordinary details
can be found in every piece we design. The interplay of our
products underlines the Studio Piet Boon experience as a
whole or adds a part of our signature to each space as a
separate element.

Piet Boon DERK sofa

PRODUCTS PIET BOON
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KEKKE chair

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

Piet Boon DON sofa / KOBE coffee table / KAI side table /

INTRODUCTION
PIET BOON
RISE carpet by Carpetlinq / TRIBE lamp by Maretti Lighting

LIVING
The Piet Boon living products offer an exclusive range of items
for those well-deserved moments of relaxation. They vary
from comfortable sofas and scented candles, to soft, silky
carpets. The material selection, colors and finishes harmonize
in every product to deliver a wonderful sensory experience time
and again. Each Piet Boon living product will complement the
interior of any home.

PIET BOON COLLECTION
The exclusive Piet Boon furniture collection was designed
to capture the essence of the Studio Piet Boon identity.
Each quality furniture piece is passionately crafted with rich
natural materials and careful attention to detail, keeping both
aesthetics and intensive use in mind. Inspired by cultural
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impulses and new materials, the exclusive furniture line is
known for its innovative design, timeless appeal, functional
use and extraordinary comfort. We believe simplicity is the
purest form of refinement.

KEKKE chair
Piet Boon JANE armchair / KAI side table

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon BO sofa / RAAF coffee table / door by Bod'or
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Piet Boon INC door handle by Formani
Piet Boon LOT & JOB stools

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon NOOR pouf
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Piet Boon VOLUMES vase by Serax

LIVING PIET BOON

Piet Boon BO dining sofa

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

PIET BOON BY CARPETLINQ
Together with Carpetlinq, Studio Piet Boon created the RISE
collection. The generously sized RISE carpets make every
living space a calm and harmonious whole. In addition to
the distinctive KLINK and KEKKE shape, the collection offers
a round and rectangular variant. The RISE collection is made
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of durable and user-friendly wool and the luxurious woolsilk
that has the subtle shine of silk. The collection consists of
five subdued colors, each consisting of a combination of two
ton-sur-ton shades which fit perfectly with other Piet Boon
products. The fading of colors and materials provides each
carpet with a unique and luxurious look.

Piet Boon FINN cabinet / HERO side table / RISE carpet by Carpetlinq

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon KAI side table / RISE carpet by Carpetlinq
Piet Boon BELLE armchair / DON armchair / YKE coffee table

LIVING PIET BOON

Piet Boon DERK sofa / KOBE coffee table / HERO side table / KEKKE mirror
VOLUMES vase by Serax / TRIBE lamp by Maretti / RISE carpet by Carpetlinq

PIET BOON BY FORMANI
Form follows function in the Piet Boon by Formani collections.
Piet Boon by Formani offers contemporary collections of
exclusive hardware and bathware. The exquisite details and
finishes make Piet Boon by Formani suitable for any interior.
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Piet Boon INC door handle by Formani

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon INC door handle by Formani
Piet Boon INC door handle by Formani
Piet Boon ARC door handle by Formani

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon ONE door handle by Formani

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon TWO door handle by Formani

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

LIVING PIET BOON

PIET BOON BY
MARETTI LIGHTING
Piet Boon by Maretti Lighting is an exclusive collection
of interior and exterior lighting fixtures. Varying from
contemporary chandeliers to outdoor lighting, the Piet Boon
collection creates beautiful lighting in any luxury living space.
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Piet Boon JANE armchair / KYO console / TRIBE lamp by Maretti

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon DIEKE sofa / HERO side table / KYO console /
PIET BOON
RISE carpet by Carpetlinq / HALO lamp by Maretti

PRODUCTS

LIVING PIET BOON

Piet Boon HALO lamp by Maretti Lighting
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Piet Boon KLAAR lamp by Maretti

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

LIVING PIET BOON

PIET BOON BY ZONNELUX
Providing beautiful natural light, ventilation, protection
and privacy, shutters are as much functional as they are a
contemporary stylish addition to any home interior. Piet Boon
by Zonnelux is a perfect reflection of our attention to detail,
timelessness and elegant design. Bevelled slats with minimal
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rounding, virtually invisible mechanisms and well-balanced
dimensions make these shutters a compliment to every
window.

Piet Boon shutters by Zonnelux

LIVING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon shutters by Zonnelux

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION PIET BOON

PIET BOON BY BOD'OR
Doors are an important ingredient when designing any luxury
interior. Studio Piet Boon and exclusive door producer Bod’or
joined forces to design a high-quality range of doors that
reflect their passion for craftsmanship and attention to detail.
The door collection boasts various doors with extraordinary
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frames, skirting, architraves and paneling. Each Piet Boon by
Bod’or allows for the perfect entrance and makes the ordinary,
extraordinary.

Piet Boon NEW AMSTERDAM door by Bod'or
Piet Boon NEW AMSTERDAM door by Bod'or / TWO door handle by Formani

LIVING PIET BOON
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PIet Boon NEW AMSTERDAM door by Bod'or / ONE door handle & door bell by Formani

LIVING PIET BOON

DINING
The dining room is one of our favorite spaces. It is a place
where family and friends gather. A place where memories are
made. Each Piet Boon dining piece conveys our love for rich
and natural materials, generous proportions and extraordinary
attention to detail. The collection ranges from robust dining
tables to delicate glassware and is designed to enrich dining
spaces by adding a sense of elegance and sophistication.

PIET BOON BY SERAX
The collaboration between Studio Piet Boon and Serax reflects
our shared passion for attention to detail and commitment
to delivering perfection. The Piet Boon by Serax collection is
the result of combining design with functionality and consists
of a complete range of high quality porcelain tableware,
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glassware, cutlery, knives, cooking pans, vases, scented
candles and diffusers.

Piet Boon OLLE table / BASE tableware by Serax
PIET

BOON PRODUCTS

DINING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon RAAF table / JANE chair / SAAR chair / BASE glassware & tableware by Serax

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

DINING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon OLLE table / JANE chair / BASE tableware by Serax

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

DINING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon BRUTAL kitchen / BASE tableware & cutlery by Serax
Piet Boon BASE tableware & cutlery by Serax

DINING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon RAAF table / KEKKE chair / doors by Bod'or

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

DINING PIET BOON
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Piet Boon BRUTAL kitchen / BASE tableware & cutlery by Serax

Piet Boon BASE tableware & cutlery by Serax

DINING PIET BOON

KITCHEN
Kitchens and kitchen spaces hold a special place in our heart,
as they play a fundamental role in designing the interior of
any bespoke project.
The kitchen should be a space where you can host, invite
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people and do other things besides cooking. A place where
people stay connected with their guests while cooking, instead
of having their backs turned to guests. Where the materials
are functional, long-lasting and selected with intensive use
in mind. The kitchen itself is dedicated to cooking; robust and
simple without clutter. The shapes are bolder, and the soft
materials and loose furniture are selected to create a more
inviting space.
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PIET BOON KITCHEN
The Piet Boon kitchen collection embodies our vision of next
level kitchen design. Distinctive shapes, proportions, colorand material combinations define a new style of kitchen
life, always tailored to taste. Catering to different tastes,
the contemporary kitchen collection boasts nine different
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concepts that offer endless customization possibilities.

Piet
Boon
MASS
kitchen
/ tapcabinet
by COCOON
Piet
Boon
MASS
kitchen
/ FINN
/ BASE cookware by Serax

KITCHEN PIET BOON
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Piet Boon MASS kitchen / SAAR kitchen stool / tap by Cocoon
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Piet Boon MONO kitchen / BASE glassware by Serax

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION PIET BOON
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KEKKE chair

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

Piet Boon MASS
INTRODUCTION
PIETkitchen
BOON/ FINN cabinet / BASE cookware by Serax
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Piet Boon ELEMENT kitchen / KEKKE kitchen stool

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

KITCHEN PIET BOON
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Piet Boon SIGNATURE kitchen / SIGNATURE tile by Douglas & Jones

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

KITCHEN PIET BOON

BATHROOM
The bathroom is the ultimate place of relaxation. A comfortable
interior to help kick back and unwind. It is so much more than
a shower and bathtub, it is where inspiration strikes.
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PIET BOON BY COCOON
Studio Piet Boon and COCOON share a passion for craftsman
ship, timeless design, a simple but specific geometry, refined
proportions and symmetrical relations. This mutual passion is
captured in our collection of contemporary taps, basins and a
bath: Piet Boon by COCOON.
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Our design for the tap series, available in Gunmetal Black,
Raw Copper and Stainless Steel, blends functionality with
pure shapes, highlighted by the distinctive, unconventionally
shaped taps. The washbasins are a straightforward
application of our aesthetic principles. The refined simplicity
underlines the quality of the materials and lets the user enjoy
the bathroom as a key place in daily life. The bathtub has
an archetypical shape which suits many different settings.
Showing a clear and rational outer shape, a carefully shaped
inside, while enhancing the ergonomics and the cozy feeling
of having a bath. Both wash basins and bathtub are available
in a wide range of different colors and materials, such as Solid
Surface and marble.

Bathtub & tap by COCOON / KEKKE mirror

BATHROOM PIET BOON
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Basin & tap by COCOON / SIGNATURE tile by Douglas & Jones

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

Rain shower & mixer by COCOON / SIGNATURE tile by Douglas & Jones
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Piet Boon KEKKE mirror / basin & tap by COCOON

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

PIET BOON BY
DOUGLAS & JONES
Tiles play a significant role in every bathroom design. The
Piet Boon by Douglas & Jones collection is the result of
Douglas & Jones’ extensive experience in the field of ceramic
tiles and the creative design signature of Studio Piet Boon.
The collection is designed according to our philosophy of
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balancing functionality, aesthetics and individuality. The
collection differentiates itself by its specific characteristics in
material, finishing, color palette, shape and texture, and can
be applied both on its own or in combination with other series.

GIANT tile by Douglas & Jones / hooks by Formani

BATHROOM PIET BOON
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KEKKE chair
Piet Boon KEKKE mirror / basin & tap by COCOON
/ GIANTPRODUCTS
tile by Douglas & Jones
PIET BOON

Shower set by COCOON / GIANT tile by Douglas & Jones

BATHROOM PIET BOON

PIET BOON BY SENSO
Walls and floors are an important part of every interior and to
a large extent they determine how a space is experienced.
Piet Boon by Senso resin flooring and decorative plaster
wall covering originates from the desire to enrich the Studio
Piet Boon bathroom experience with a different type of wall
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and floor finishing. The balanced collection is based on the
studio's philosophy: balancing functionality, aesthetics and
individuality. Piet Boon by Senso is made of high-quality natural
materials and consists of a range of subdued colors, so each
interior is provided with a timeless character. Both Piet Boon
by Senso flooring and walls are made from quartz composites
and water-based polymers. This gives the material extremely
water-resistant properties, making it the perfect material for
bathrooms.

PIET
BOON
PRODUCTS
Rain shower by COCOON / towel bar by Formani
/ wall
covering
by Senso

BATHROOM PIET BOON
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Cabinet, basin & tap by COCOON / soap dispenser, tooth brush holder & hooks by Formani
resin flooring & wall covering by Senso
Piet Boon tap by COCOON

BATHROOM PIET BOON
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Rain shower & basin by COCOON / wall covering by Senso

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

Bathtub & tap by COCOON / TINY tile by Douglas & Jones / resin flooring by Senso
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Rain shower, cabinet, basin & tap by COCOON / soap dispenser, tooth brush holder & hooks by Formani
resin flooring & wall covering by Senso

OUTDOOR
The longer lasting summers and our desire to spend more time
outside, during all seasons, asks for a collection of comfortable
outdoor products. The Piet Boon outdoor collection enables a
level of comfort and convenience that rivals the indoor living
experience.
The outdoor space asks for earthy, harmonizing tinted
neutrals and washed gradating colors in durable and longlasting fabrics and materials. From comfortable sun loungers
to outdoor tiles, each item in the Piet Boon outdoor collection
is monumentally shaped and thoughtfully crafted. The natural
and robust materials age beautifully and will stand the test
of time.
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Piet Boon LARS daybed / ANNET coffee table / CONCRETE tile outdoor by Douglas & Jones

KEKKE chair
Piet Boon GIJS loveseat / ANNET coffee table
PIET

BOON PRODUCTS

OUTDOOR PIET BOON

Piet Boon ANNE table / NIEK chair / BASE glassware by Serax / CONCRETE tile outdoor by Douglas & Jones

PIET BOON BY HEATSAIL
The unique DISC heating and lighting system increases the
comfort of outdoor living and extends the outdoor season.
The desire to spend more time outdoors throughout all
seasons, requires products that can offer this comfort. The
design offers, in addition to functionality, beauty that blends
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harmoniously into its surroundings. The DISC is developed in
collaboration with the innovative Belgium company Heatsail.

KEKKE chair
Piet Boon ANNE table / NIEK chair / DISC heater
Heatsail
PIETbyBOON
PRODUCTS

OUTDOOR PIET BOON
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Piet Boon DISC heater by Heatsail

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION PIET BOON

Piet Boon DISC heater by Heatsail
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Outdoor shower by COCOON / CONCRETE tiles by Douglas & Jones

PIET BOON PRODUCTS
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PIET BOON PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION PIET BOON

Piet Boon BONAIRE door by Bod'or
ONE door handle by Formani
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Piet Boon JELLE lamp by Maretti

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION PIET BOON

Piet Boon GIJS sunloungers / STACK lamp by Maretti Lighting

PARTNERS
Douglas & Jones

Heatsail

Senso

Dutch door manufacturer Bod’or, stands
for artisan craftsmanship and high quality
finishes. Bod’or produces stylish doors with
a traditional appearance for the high-end
market by focusing on quality, durability
and functionality. The result: A unique
collection of doors by top designers for both
corporate projects and private residences.
bodor.nl

Douglas & Jones is known as an
extraordinary and knowledgeable brand
within the tile industry. Anticipating trends,
the extensive experience within the
industry has allowed Douglas & Jones to
successfully present numerous unique tile
series.
douglasjones.nl

Senso is a high quality resin flooring brand
which believes in products that allow you to
create a united interior. The floors and walls
can therefore be used in all areas. Providing
a strong, seamless canvas helping you to
unite spaces.
senso.com

Carpetlinq

Formani is an internationally renowned
manufacturer of high-end door- and
furniture hardware as well as bathroom
accessories. The company’s longstanding
tradition of working with well-known
designers has gained it international
success and a strong brand position.
Studio Piet Boon started working together
with Formani in 2009. Since then we have
created several unique products inspired
by our studio design philosophy and our
shared beliefs. Piet Boon by Formani
consists of various bath- and hardware
collections.
formani.nl

Heatsail is a Belgian design company,
established in 2012, that has redefined
the luxury lighting, heating and cooling
arena. The company creates unique long
lasting experiences with technical outdoor
products, not only by extending the finest
moments of a beautiful day, but also
through long lasting design objects that
treasure those best moments. In 2020
Studio Piet Boon and Heatsail developed
the DISC, the ultimate product to extend
your outdoor experience.
heatsail.com

Bod'or
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Carpetlinq, part of Indivipro, was founded
in 2014 and offers a wide range of carpets.
Almost all of the carpets are custom-made
in the Netherlands. Modern technologies go
hand in hand with the traditional methods,
which ensure that Carpetlinq can decorate
any interior with a unique rug or carpet.
carpetlinq.nl

COCOON
COCOON is a Dutch collective of architects
and designers developing sustainable
modern taps, made-to-measure washbasins, free standing bathtubs, kitchens
and many more products for prestigious
projects around the globe. COCOON designs
everlasting products due to sustainable
production in Italy, the Netherlands and
Germany.
bycocoon.com

Formani

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

Maretti Lighting
Maretti Lighting is well-known in the world
of interior lighting. Recognizably present
in offices, homes, retail chains, hotels and
restaurants worldwide, Maretti Lighting
stands for stylish and high quality products
with a leading, contemporary, timeless and
above all, original design.
maretti.com

NLXL
NLXL is an award winning specialist in
wallpaper. Known for their special designer
collaborations, NLXL has teamed up with
Piet Hein Eek, Paris based concept store
Merci, Arthur Schlenk, Studio Job and Studio
Piet Boon.
nlxl.com

Serax
In 1987, brothers Axel and Serge Van den
Bossche took over their mother’s business
under the name Serax. Over the past thirty
years, the small-scale business that
started up in a garage in 1986 has grown
into a multinational with over 65 employees
and a head office in Antwerp. Today the
Serax collection includes no less than
4,000 interior objects.
serax.com

Zonnelux
Specialized in window decoration, family run
Zonnelux (since 1974 ) is one of the largest
providers of custom window treatment
products in the Benelux. Zonnelux offers
various collections of decorative and
functional window coverings, available in
countless colors, designs and materials. All
of which are of the highest possible quality
and meet the latest interior design trends.
zonnelux.com

PARTNERS PIET BOON
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Piet Boon Living & Outdoor
Skoon 78
1511 HV Oostzaan
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 722 00 20
info@pietboon.com

SHOWROOMS

Piet Boon Kitchen & Dining
Skoon 80 A
1511 HV Oostzaan
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 722 00 45
info@pietboonkitchen.com

Our showrooms are open from Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 –
17:00. Saturdays are often well visited and we advise you to
make an appointment so that we can guarantee our undivided
attention. A visit to the showroom outside the regular opening
times is of course possible by appointment.
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Piet Boon Bathroom
Skoon 80 D
1511 HV Oostzaan
The Netherlands
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pietboon.com

studiopietboon

StudioPietBoon

StudioPietBoon

+31 20 238 25 79
info@pietboonbathroom.com

Salvatori Flagship store
Skoon 80 D
1511 HV Oostzaan
The Netherlands
+31 20 238 25 79
info@pietboonbathroom.com

PIET BOON PRODUCTS

SHOWROOMS PIET BOON

We listen. We feel. We touch. We create.

pietboon.com

